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ABSTRACT
By leveraging the geographic diversity of wind energy resources, the cost and emissions of baseload wind
systems can be significantly reduced as a result of reduced capital cost requirements for balancing aggregated wind
resources. Specifically, re-optimizing the compressed air energy storage (CAES) configuration, including the
relative capacity of the compression and turboexpander trains as well as the storage capacity of the geologic
reservoir, in response to changes in wind resource characteristics yields significant capital cost reductions for the
CAES system, which translates into lower levelized costs for baseload power from wind/CAES as well as reduced
carbon emission intensities.
Compressed air energy storage (CAES) is a bulk
storage technology well suited for wind-firming
applications. Collocation and co-optimization of
CAES and wind can enhance transmission line
utilization, reduce the levelized cost of the combined
system, and allow variable resources to serve a
broader set of market functions. This analysis shows
that the incorporation of geographic aggregation into
the optimization framework for a hybrid wind/CAES
baseload facility yields significant cost and
performance benefits.

of achieving very high wind penetrations relative to
the pursuit of a single integration strategy.
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By leveraging the geographic diversity of wind
energy resources, the cost and emissions of baseload
wind systems can be significantly reduced as a result
of reduced capital cost requirements for balancing
aggregated wind resources. Specifically, reoptimizing the CAES configuration, including the
relative capacity of the compression and
turboexpander trains as well as the storage capacity
of the geologic reservoir, in response to changes in
wind resource characteristics yields significant
capital cost reductions for the CAES system, which
translates into lower levelized costs for baseload
power from wind/CAES as well as reduced carbon
emission intensities.
This approach results in significantly reduced
carbon entry prices for Wind/CAES relative to
alternative low carbon baseload systems and enables
CAES to more cost-effectively balance wind output
relative to conventional thermal generation. This
suggests that resource aggregation and energy storage
can be mutually reinforcing strategies for integrating
wind and that their combination can reduce the cost
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